If you want to paint your cardboard, do it first & let it dry completely. As an alternative, you could also glue a plain piece of paper to your cardboard.

Tie end of string or yarn just below the top of the first brad.

Push the brad through cardboard and secure in back of cardboard. Repeat with all brads and secure to back of cardboard.

Using string anchored to brad, wrap string around additional brads to create one of a kind artwork! Finish by wrapping around brad, tying and cutting off remaining string.

If you want to use multiple colors, you can tie off the first string at any point and start a new color.

Strings Art

**Supplies:**
- String or Yarn
- Strudy Carboard
- Brad Paper Fasners
- Scissors
- Paint (optional)

*Taken in part from [hellowonderful.com]*